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Abstract—Twitter bots are automated user accounts widely
used in political campaigns to promote opinions and attack
opponents. In this paper, we study the behaviour of bots in the
Brexit debates after the 2016 referendum, including on issues
such as a second Brexit referendum and Scottish independence.
Our findings, which are useful for understanding the role of bots
in political debates more generally, encourage further research
on the effects of bots on public opinion.

We collected our data over a set of Brexit related hashtags
and searched for bot accounts by selecting strongly opinionated
accounts, then analysed their strategies, intended influence and
policy position on Brexit issues. There are more than 1,962
bot accounts currently engaged in the Brexit debate. Using a
novel approach for reverse engineering twitter bots [5] we show
how to uncover the bots’ implemented strategies. We found that
@StillYesScot, @IsThisAB0t and @FAO Scotbot, all bots that
promote Scottish independence, use similar strategies. Such an
analysis can contribute to identifying their political background
and affiliation.

Our differential sentiment analysis shows how the bots attempt
to influence, constructively or destructively, the opinions of users
connected to their network. Our geolocation analysis shows
that the bots propagate their information to the correct target
audience, with the majority of their followers living in the UK.

Index Terms—Twitter bots, Brexit, Scottish independence

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media platforms such as Twitter are now widely
used by political figures and government officials to make an-
nouncements and reach out their supporters [21]. This greatly
increases the wider acceptance of the medium. Twitter and
other social media platforms play an important role in steering
public participation in social policy and public activities [3],
[8], [16]. The use of social media in social and political
campaigns was examined by many studies, including on the
online mobilisation of protest [25], in the Occupy Wall Street
movement [11] and other political campaigns [32], [33]. The
extent to which social media is used in this space and the
acceptance of the public to actively participate in discussions
on social media mean that this channel is used for spreading
propaganda with the aim of manipulating public opinion [26].
This use of social media was reported in [13], [15], [30] and
found to be effective in influencing public opinion [2], [4],
[12]. However, the rise of bots changes how politicians use
social media. Political actors employ social bots to engage
in political conversations [19], [26]. This offers them an ele-
vated opportunity for promoting their agenda. Social bots are
automated user accounts programmed to emulate the activity
of human users, automatically interacting with other users

and promoting a specific agenda [18], [23], [31]. The role of
social bots in manipulating public opinion became apparent in
2010 during the US midterm elections, where they were used
to spread thousands of tweets intended to damage political
opponents [30]. Similarly, bots were used in the 2016 US
presidential elections [3], [6], the UK Brexit referendum [26],
and campaigns in France [17], Australia [22], Norway [28]
and Venezuela [19]. Political actors, organizations and other
entities with adequate resources can deploy thousands of bot
accounts to support or attack certain opinion [3]. Several
approaches have been developed for the detection of bots [9],
[14], [23], [31], the majority using the ability to distinguish
features of a typical human user based on metadata, e.g., the
length or auto-generated nature of screen names, the tempo-
ral distribution or volume of tweets, changes in sentiment,
network and lexical features [23], [27], [31]. This helped
the detection and blocking of thousands of bots accounts by
Twitter. However, we argued [5] that detection of automated
accounts without considering their detailed behaviour can
endanger thousands of legitimated automated accounts, where
bots are used for tasks such as delivering news updates,
weather alerts, advertisements of products and services [18],
[26].

Reverse engineering the behaviour and strategies of these
accounts has proven a challenging research area [1], [14], [20],
[31], but can eventually lead to techniques to identify their
masters [3]. Recently, [5] proposed an approach for reverse
engineering the behaviour of Twitter bots. In this paper, we
utilize the reverse engineering approach to study the strategies
of bots promoting positions on Scottish independence and
Brexit.

A. Research Questions

We aim to answer the following questions regarding the
use of bots after the UK vote to leave the EU. They are
prototypical of many political debates and can serve as a
template for the use of our approach in their analyses.

• Are there bots promoting post Brexit referendum issues?
If yes, what are their strategies? In order to understand
how bots carry out their campaigns and to infer their
potential effects, we will use our reverse engineering
approach to study strategies of bots to propagate infor-
mation.

• What are their policy positions on specific issues, in
addition to what they are generally known for? Here



we investigate whether bots engage in discussing issues
beyond their core purpose and discover their respective
positions. This is important to understand their scope and
detect attempted cross-fertilization between topics.

• Who are bots trying to influence, and how? While it is
difficult to evidence actual impact of bots on their target
audience (e.g., due to external factors such as news and
political events) we will analyze intended influence and
assess possible impact.

• Do bots focus their messages on users from certain
regions? We will use the geolocation of bots’ target
audiences to gain insight into regional factors.

B. Organisation

We collected Twitter data over a set of Brexit related
hashtags from 4th of March to 9th of May 2019 and analysed
bot accounts. We obtained 2,520,663 tweets from 143,332
distinct users. Details about the data and the collection are
given in Section II-A. We proposed an effective method to
identify strongly opinionated accounts in Section II-C. Despite
announcements such as ”Twitter is sweeping out fake accounts
like never before1” in June 2018, there are still many bot
accounts. We found a total of 1,962 bots in a sample of 7,000
accounts of our 143,332 user accounts. In Section III-B we
discuss how @StillYesScot, a bot which promotes Scottish in-
dependence, has strongly engaged in promoting tweets which
oppose a Brexit deal. This is important to understanding its
role during the UK MPs’ deliberations on Brexit.

In Section III-C we analyse the potential impact of bots
on their networks (friends and followers). We find that the
intensity at which @StillYesScot argues against a Brexit deal
and promotes a second referendum is higher than with the
average users on its network. This provides information about
its role in the network and signals how it might want to
influence them.

Finally, In Section III-A we use the reverse engineering
approach [5] to uncover the bots’ implemented strategies. We
find that @StillYesScot, @IsThisAB0t and @FAO Scotbot,
all bots promoting Scottish independence, use very similar
strategies, In Section IV we conclude that further monitoring
of these accounts will lead to the identification of their masters
and more importantly their impact on other issues currently
under deliberation following the 2016 UK referendum on EU
membership.

C. Summary of Contributions

• We analyse tweets on post Brexit politics and show an
effective way to identify strongly opinionated accounts.

• Using bot detection mechanism, we find bots that pro-
mote Scottish independence.

• Using a novel approach for reverse engineering Twitter
bots [5] we uncover their implemented strategies. This

1https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/07/06/twitter-
is-sweeping-out-fake-accounts-like-never-before-putting-user-growth-
risk/?utmterm = .96abcb0330f0

reveals their sources of information to promote their
agenda, helping to understand their impact.

• Using the reverse engineering technique, we identify bots
that share the same strategies. This can contribute to
identifying their masters if continuously monitored.

• Using sentiment analysis on their content, we analyse the
bots’ policy position on other issues and find that, apart
from promoting Scottish independence, bots are actively
involved in the discussion of a Brexit deal and a second
referendum.

• We study the impact of bots on their network and
identify bots in a position of high potential influence.
This encourages further research on these accounts.

• Our analysis of regional factors shows that most followers
are from the UK (many from Scotland). This shows us
that the bots are adequately targeted.

II. METHODOLOGY

Bots are often created to promote a specific agenda. They
are deployed with goals, targets and strategies to achieve the
goals. We intend to study the bots’ campaign strategies to
understand their roles and potentially understand their impact.
Following the steps described below, we use a tool 2 based on
our approach for reverse engineering bots [5] to study the bots’
strategies. Given a bot account, the tool analyses user features,
content, network and sentiment features of tweets promoted
and/or reacted to by a bot. The tool constructs a decision tree-
based machine learning model from which it extracts rules
describing the strategies used by the bot to tweet, retweet,
reply, favourite and follow other users. Depending on the bot
and the type of action, the rules provided by the tool reveal
vital information about the nature of the content used by the
bots (e.g., hashtags, topics), the sources of its contents, its
masters, target users and their locations.

A. Data collection

We manually set a list of hashtags related to Brexit and
Scottish independence. We include twitter handles of the
leaders of both the Conservative and the Labour parties.
To form a comprehensive list, first we crawled data for 3
days, analyse the most frequent hashtags used by online users
and then updated our list of search terms. The search terms
used for the data collection are: brexit, brexit Second refer-
endum, #NoDealBrexit, Brexit deal, Cancel Brexit, No Deal
Brexit, #scottishindependence, Indyref2, scotref, scottish inde-
pendence, #euref, @theSNP, #Brexit, #RoadtoBrexit, @Nico-
laSturgeon, @theresa may, @Conservatives, @jeremycorbyn,
@UKLabour. We obtained a total of 2,520,663 tweets from
143,332 distinct users by querying the Twitter search API from
4th of March to 9th of May 2019. We chose to use the Twitter
search API to ensure that we obtain all tweets related to the
search terms rather than a sample of unfiltered tweets provided
in real time by the streaming API. This is to avoid issues
reported in [29] with collecting data using the Twitter Stream
API.

2https://github.com/bellobichi2/botscope



B. Bot detection

We used the Python API of Botometer3 to check for
accounts that are likely to be bots. Botometer [14] is a
service available to check the likelihood of an account to be
a bot. The Botometer API uses the Twitter API to extract the
top 300 tweets from a given account, analysing its content,
temporal and network features to produce a bot score. Since
the Botometer API incurs limitations imposed by the Twitter
API4, it is difficult to test all user accounts. Instead, we
obtained a bot score for the top 7,000 most active Twitter
accounts ranked by volume of tweets in our dataset. A score
of 50% has been shown to be effective to label an account as
a bot [3], [6]. In this way we detect a total of 1,962 potential
bot accounts out of the 7,000 accounts.

C. Identification of strongly opinionated accounts

We expect that strongly opinionated accounts would pro-
duce a high volume of tweets with an intense opinion. First,
we use topic analysis to find the top five topics in the dataset,
then analyse the sentiment intensity of the accounts over those
topics. For the topic analysis, we used a topic model based
on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) to compute the top five
topics [7], [34]. Before applying the topic model, we convert
the tweets into a corpus of aggregated bi-grams. The use of bi-
grams instead of uni-grams allows us to keep the correlation
between the words and obtain good topics. For the sentiment
analysis, we used VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and
sEntiment Reasoner) to compute the sentiment intensity of
the tweets. VADER is a sentiment analysis model designed
specifically for social media text [24]. To identify the most
opinionated accounts, we compute the absolute sentiment of
each account for each topic. Fig. 1 is a visualization of the
accounts based on their absolute sentiments and the volume
of tweets produced. Our idea of using absolute sentiment (the
sum of negative and positive sentiments) pushes all the less
opinionated accounts on to the zero line while those with high
polarity stand out. Since the majority of the accounts tend to
be less opinionated, the further analysis concentrates on the
top 100 accounts.

Then, we investigate the relationship between accounts
that promote opinions in favour or against a Brexit deal
with those that are calling for a second referendum. Fig. 2
is a visualization of these accounts. We notice that @Stil-
lYesScot is clearly against a Brexit deal while promoting
Scottish Independence. @EdinburghWatch supports a Brexit
deal and @AnalyticaGlobal tweets against it. @ Max Baring
is featured as an account that is against a Brexit deal and
supports a second referendum. We can also notice that, while
@botanic my promotes a Brexit deal and a second referendum
it is against Scottish Independence.

3https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/!/api
4https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/basics/rate-limits

Fig. 1: Opinion polarization of the accounts

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Implemented Strategies

Since the recent success in the detection of bots [10], [14],
[31] the most challenging task is understanding their strate-
gies, targets and influence [18], [26]. Recently, [5] proposed
a rule-based approach for reverse engineering Twitter bots
to understand their behaviour. The behaviour (actions) are
represented in the form of rules encoded with sentiments.
The rule describes the behaviour of an account in a simple
way. The account @StillYesScot is known for promoting
Scottish independence from its account description, but how
does it do this? We utilise the approach proposed in [5] to
understand its implemented strategies. Given a bot account,
the approach analyses traces of the bot’s actions, builds a
machine learning model based on the decision tree algorithm,
extracts rules from the tree and visualizes the behaviour in
the form of rules encoded with sentiments. Fig. 3a shows
the result of learning the rule on @StillYesScot. Apart from
understanding the underlying construct of its retweet action,
we see the main sources of tweets propagated by the account,
and their hashtags: The account is retweeting positive tweets
with hashtags #indref2 and #ScotRef, both promoting Scottish
independence. The tweets contain photos and URLs of the
Guardian and Scotsman newspapers. Analysing URLs can help
us assess the credibility of the news an account is propagating
based on their sources.

Using the reverse engineering technique we found other
bots which have similar behaviour as @StillYesScot. In Fig 3
we show the strategies used by @StillYesScot, @IsThisAB0t
and @FAO Scotbot. They all use similar hashtags (#indref2,
#DisolveTheUnion) and nearly the same rule construct. This
suggests that they may have the same political masters. Further
monitoring of these accounts through periodic analysis of rules
describing their strategies could lead to their identification, for
example, if we found a rule indicating that these bots are all
retweeting from a particular Twitter account which is known
to belong to the leader of the campaign they are supporting.



(a) Opinion polarization of top 100 accounts on the Brexit deal, Second
referendum and Scottish independence

(b) Opinion polarization of top 100 accounts on Scottish independence
only

Fig. 2: Opinion polarization of top 100 accounts on the Brexit deal, Second referendum and Scottish independence

(a) @StillYesScot (b) @IsThisAB0t (c) @FAO Scotbot
Fig. 3: Retweets strategy

B. Policy positions on specific issues

We investigated the policy position of the accounts on
specific issues beyond what they are popularly known for by
analyzing their sentiments on other related topics. This is to
understand their scope and attempted influence in related areas.
For example, we asked about the position of @StillYesScot
on the Brexit deal and the relevant votes by MPs. Fig. 4
shows absolute sentiments of @StillYesScot on these topics.
The result shows that it is against the Brexit deal more
strongly than it promotes Scottish independence. This could
be because the Brexit deal was the major issue on social
media during that period. We also looked at its sentiments
on those topics over time. Fig. 5 shows the result where
between 20th February and 7th March, a period when the UK
MPs began their deliberations on the Brexit deal, the account
campaigns strongly against the deal while from the 2nd to the
7th of March the account continues with its usual campaign
on Scottish independence.

Fig. 4: @StillYesScot policy on Brexit deal, MPs vote, Second
referendum and Scottish Independence



Fig. 5: @StillYesScot policy overtime

C. Bias and Attempt of Influence

Social connections can exist be between parties of the same
or different opinions. While the former is more common in a
physical social network, in an online social network the latter
can be considered as an attempt by one party to influence the
other. We analyse the opinion of users (friends) followed by
the bots to investigate an attempt of influence. Fig. 6 shows
the sentiments of @StillYesSot versus its friends. While we
can not establish actual influence due to other external factors,
we notice that among the users followed by the bot there are
some who support the Brexit deal while the bot is known to
be against it. This could be an attempt to share its negative
opinion with these users while promoting a second referendum
and Scottish independence.

Fig. 6: Opinion of @StillYesScot Vs Its Friends

We also analysed the sentiments of tweets produce by the
bots vs that of their followers to investigate the role of the bots
in their networks. Fig. 7 shows that the absolute sentiment of
@StillYesScot on the Brexit deal and a second referendum is
higher than that of all the users in the network. This is a sign
that tries to exert impact on other users in this direction.

D. Regional targets

We analysed the geographical locations of users connected
to the accounts to discover if the accounts are trying to

Fig. 7: Opinion of @StillYesScot Vs Its followers

influence or favour users from certain regions. To identify the
users’ location, we utilised the account location provided by
the users in their Twitter profile. Since this is mostly noisy and
some users provide an imprecise location, we took an extra
pre-processing step, removed special characters, tokenized the
text and used the Google location API with geocoder5, a
Python geocoding library, to identify a valid country and/or
city from the given text. Through this process we identify the
country names of more than 90% of the users. While we did
not find a strong geo-location policy attached to the accounts,
it is worth mentioning that the majority of their followers and
friends are from the UK, many from the cities of Scotland
(Glasgow, Edinburgh and Aberdeen). This is an indication that
they are disseminating their information to the correct target
community.

IV. CONCLUSION

Social media platforms such as Twitter play an important
role in the participation of the public on social issues and other
democratic activities. Twitter has now become a prominent
channel used by TV stations to show audiences’ reactions in
near real-time during political debates [28]. However, the rate
at which social media is used for political campaigns and the
use of social bots to promote political agendas raises concerns
about the possibility of manipulating public opinion using
bots.

In this paper, we studied the behaviour of bots in post
referendum Brexit campaigning, addressing issues such as a
second referendum and Scottish independence. We collected
tweets posted between 4th of March to 9th of May 2019
based on a manually compiled list of post Brexit related
keywords and hashtags. Using a bot detection method, we
found that there are more than 1,962 bots currently engage
with our issues of interest. Using a novel approach for reverse
engineering Twitter bots, we have shown how to uncover the
bots’ implemented strategies. We found that @StillYesScot,
@IsThisAB0t, @FAO Scotbot employed similar strategies.

5https://pypi.org/project/geocoder/



This could lead to the identification of their masters if con-
tinuously monitored. Our influence and geolocation analysis
shows us that the bots are in a good position of influencing,
constructively or destructively, the opinions of their audience.

Social media has been proven to be an effective tool to
influence public opinions [2], [4], [12]. Social bots can have
severe negative consequences on public opinion. They can
enhance the spread of false information, cause confusion and
polarize political conversation [3]. We plan to explore more
details on targets and strategies used by social bots to carry
out their campaigns and alert the general public. Concluding,
our analysis encourages further research to monitor the use of
bots for manipulating public opinion on other issues currently
under deliberation. This could provide a powerful tool to
help political researchers, journalists and government create
transparency in the use of social bots in public debate.
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